Social Subjects Grid
Choose a country from anywhere around the world.
List all the major cities
Make a diorama of a
Design a tourist
Find out the population
of that country.
famous scene from the brochure to encourage
of the whole country
Find out two
country. It could be of
people to visit that
and some of its major
interesting facts about a landmark or a moment
country.
cities. Draw this on a
each city.
in history etc.
map of the country.
Choose an artist from
Draw a map of the
Write a short report
Research the names of
that country. Find out
country, marking the
on a famous inventor or
the rivers, mountains
10 interesting facts
major cities.
invention from this
and ports of this
about that artist.
country.
country.
Find out all about the
Find out about the
Create a menu of
Research a traditional
country’s climate. What
popular sports of the
traditional food from
game played by children
is the weather usually
country. Choose a team this country. Make sure in that country. Write
like? What are the
from any of those
to include a starter, a
out a copy of the rules
highest and lowest
sports and create a
main course and a
and have a go at playing
daily temperatures?
fact file about them.
dessert.
it yourself. Take
How much rain do they
What does their logo
photos to post on
get?
look like? Who are the
Seesaw / Twitter.
most famous players?
Choose an animal that
Make a model of a
Research the
Write 10 interesting
comes from that
famous landmark from vocabulary for numbers
facts about a famous
country. Make a fact
that country. This
1 to 10, days of the
landmark from that
file about that animal.
could be a building, a
week, months of the
country. Who designed
Include things like
statue or a mountain.
year and colours.
it? When was it built?
habitat, diet, size etc.

Draw an example of
traditional
costume/dress from
the country.
Draw the national flag
of that country. Can
you list 5 facts about
the flag?
Research the major
religion or religions in
the country. Find a
famous religious
building and list 10
facts about it. Which
city it is in? When it
was built?
Final Task
Use the information
you have learned from
all the other tasks.
Create a short class
talk on your country.

